29 October 2014

Actuarial Standards Board
1850 M Street, NW, Suite 300
Washington, DC 20036-4601
comments@actuary.org

To the Actuarial Standards Board:

I have read all the comment letters on the Public Pension Plan Funding Request for comments as of 20
October 2014, and I believe there are some important practical (and specifically, political) issues to keep
in mind.
Primarily: actuaries do not get to decide on the funding of public pension plans. Politicians do.
In addition to actuaries not being able to decide on the amount of funding to be made, public plan
actuaries are often given crucial valuation assumptions by the clients. Sometimes these assumptions are
written into state law. As well, actuaries do not get to determine pension benefit design, which has
sometimes been boosted when the funded status of a plan nudges above 100%.
I agree with Alex Sussman’s letter of 24 July 20141 that “These are factors beyond an actuary's control,
so the proposed ASOP should be crafted so as not to be used as a basis for blaming actuaries for
unfortunate events resulting from sponsors’ irresponsibilities.” Actuaries have found themselves the
target of lawsuits, often over decisions other people (specifically politicians) made. Given the troubles
many plans are running into, I would not be surprised to see even more lawsuits against actuaries. The
politicians will not want to take the blame (unless they’re politicians trying to replace the ones who
underfunded the plans in the first place.) Actuaries make a juicy target.
So how can we protect actuaries, while also giving stakeholders useful information?
The issues surrounding actuarial valuation of public pensions are contentious, and are unlikely to be
settled now through the ASOP process. GASB has made its own decisions regarding balance sheet
accounting for public pensions, politicians have made their own laws regarding how pensions should be
valued and funded, and it would probably not be helpful for actuaries to promulgate their own, new
standards.
Projections to determine the likelihood or timing of future plan failure would also be contentious for
similar reasons. The assumptions feeding into the projections would have the same arguments as those
used for valuation.
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That said, I think a retrospective exhibit of the development of the unfunded liability can help, as shown
below:

The above exhibit can be found on page 89 of the 2013 CAFR of the Metropolitan Water Reclamation
District Retirement Fund2, as part of the actuarial report as prepared by Jason L. Franken, FSA, EA, MAAA
of Foster & Foster.
I have looked at a variety of official reports of the development of funded ratios, growth in the
unfunded liability, percentage of ARC actually contributed, and other types of measurements of
fundedness. However, other than giving an idea things are or are not going well, in many cases it’s
difficult to make a decision based on the exhibits shown.
When one sees that 80% of the ARC was actually contributed, one wonders how bad that ultimately is. If
one sees asset losses over one year, what does it mean in the long run? One might have seen a
particular average portfolio return over time, but cash flows in and out of the plan, so average returns
may distort thinking about what a good assumption about rate of return would be.
The historical exhibit as above helps stakeholders see how changes develop over time and where the
largest problems are. This is especially the case when actuaries are trying to influence decision-makers
in terms of increasing funding or changing assumptions being used. The arguments about contributions
needing to be made or discount rates needing to be changed become less theoretical when one sees
how these decisions have actually played out over history.
It takes a good deal of time for such deviations to reveal themselves in a consistent way, so I think that it
may be useful to require a development of the unfunded liability over a long time (perhaps not
proscribing the time period, but it seems to me at least a decade would be called for.) In addition, in
order to understand the magnitude of the issue, such a historical development table should include
balance sheet items such as the total liability amount and unfunded liability amount, so one can make
percentage comparisons.
This recommendation may be better promulgated through a practice note, as opposed to an ASOP. The
goal I seek is to protect the actuary from blame with respect to underfunding, while also giving decisionmakers and third parties an understanding as to the development of the health of the pension plan over
time and causes for its deterioration.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Mary Pat Campbell, FSA, MAAA
marypat.campbell@gmail.com
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